
       L      ama             L      odro        ]              M      editation             R      etreats,       W      ongkurs, and Workshop    
Resident Teacher  ]  Dharma Centre of Canada  ]  March 1 to July 13, 2013   

1886 Galway Road, Kinmount, Ontario, Canada K0M 2A0

For Registration and More Information Contact:   dharmacentre.org  ] (866) 266-0966

] Lama Karma Tsundulp Lodro  is a mystic yogi and a 
classically trained meditation teacher currently residing with 
his wife in Yukon, Canada.

] Born in North America of Viking descent, Lama Lodro moved to 
the Orient in 1967, was twice ordained as a Theravada Buddhist 
Bhikkhu (his first ordination was at age 23, second at 43),  and 
studied for many years in Buddhist monasteries in Burma, India, 
Japan, Malaysia, Nepal, Sikkim, and Thailand.

] Lama Lodro received Vajrayana Tantric training as a Meditation 
Lama in the Orient in the Kargyu and Sakya lineages of Tibetan 
Buddhism.  On the advice of His Holiness the 16th Karmapa, Lama 
Lodro  moved  to  Canada  in  his  mid-twenties  and  studied  an 
extensive range of Buddhist and esoteric subjects with the late 
Venerable Namgyal Rinpoche.
] Lama  Lodro's  teaching  draws  on  five  decades  of  meditation 

work, including fourteen years of intensive personal meditation 
retreats,  and  on  his  eclectic  life  experience  as  a  married 
householder. His practical attitude is seasoned by a sometimes 
irreverent sense of humour. He particularly enjoys interweaving 
and integrating ancient mystic philosophies with modern science.

Wongkurs in the first four Sahaja retreats are open, as special one-day events, to people not in retreat.

March 1 to 9:  Health   and   Healin  g  Sahaja-Tantra Meditation Retreat, includes:
Wongkur (open) March 2 :  Medicine Buddha
Wongkur (open) March 9 :  White Tara

April 5  to 13:  Heart Radiance   and   Healin  g Sahaja-Tantra Meditation Retreat, includes:
Wongkur (open) April 6 :  Red Tara
Wongkur (open) April 13 :  Chenrezig

May 3 to 11:  Mind Brightening and   Ener  gy Healing  Sahaja-Tantra Meditation Retreat, includes:
Wongkur (open) May 4 :  Vajra Sattva
Wongkur (open) May 11 :  Manjusri

May 17 to 25:  Energy Body: Vajra Yogini  Sahaja-Tantra Meditation Retreat , includes:
Wongkur (open) May 18 :  Vajra Yogini Level 1  (pre-requisite for Level 2 on May 25)
Wongkur (open) May 25 :  Vajra Yogini Level 2 Wongkur (requires Level 1 as pre-requisite)

May 31 to June 8:  Vipassana Insight Retreat (Burmese Mahasi lineage)

June 17  to 26:  Nature Photography & Videography Creativity Workshop
Study and record plants and animals at Dharma Centre of Canada and make a Nature Documentary.

July 5  to 13:  Energy Body: Hevajra   Sahaja-Tantra Meditation Retreat , includes:
  Wongkur (only for retreat) July 6 :  Hevajra Level 1 (pre-requisite for Level 2)

  Wongkur (only for retreat) July 13 :  Hevajra Level 2 (requires Level 1  as pre-requisite)
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1. As  Resident  Teacher,  Lama  Lodro  will  be  available  for  meditation  interviews in  the 
evenings between 8:30 pm and 9:00 pm with any meditator at the Dharma Centre of Canada.  
Meditation interviews will follow the structure of Lama Lodro's Theravada Mahasi lineage, part  
of which is that a written list of meditation questions is brought by the meditator to the interview.

2. The goal of all of Lama Lodro's retreats is to illuminate, clarify, and provide a meaningful  
and useful  experience of  specialized tools  of  mental cultivation.  Anyone wishing more 
extensive immersion can enrol in more than one retreat and will find something new and useful 
in  each one.   Lama Lodro's  meditation  retreats  do  not  require  any previous knowledge of 
meditation or Buddhism and are valuable to both novices and experienced practitioners.

Sahaja-Tantra        Meditation RETREATS and WONGKURS         ]         NOTES  
Sadhanas   (Texts  of  the  Wongkur  ceremonies)  are  not  needed by the  participants  during  the 
wongkur  ceremony,  as  it  more  valuable  to  directly  experiance  the  wongkur,  meditatively  and 
contemplatively.  Lama Lodro does encourage people to review the sadhana before attending a 
wongkur and bring their own copy to the discussions and meditation sessions following the wongkur. 
Lama Lodro's 2013 revisions of his sadhanas are in process and are being posted as PDFs on his  
website at:  http://www.lamalodro.ca/lodro-meditate.html#sadhana

Sah      a      ja   (Sanskrit: spontaneous, natural, simple, or easy)  Quote from Mahendranath: “[People are] 
born  with  an  instinct  for  naturalness.  [They  have]  never  forgotten  the  days  of  .  .  .  primordial  
perfection, except insomuch as the memory became buried under the artificial superstructure of  
civilization and its artificial concepts. Sahaja means natural... The tree grows according to Sahaja, 
natural and spontaneous in complete conformity with the Natural Law of the Universe.”

Wongkurs   (Wong) also known as an “Empowerment”, “Initiation”, or “Entrustment” is a mystical 
Tibetan Buddhist  ceremony conducted by a Lama.  The Lama uses energy transmission,  ritual,  
mantra, symbolic gesture, and symbolic objects to create an esoteric experience that encapsulates  
the arc and energy of spiritual unfolding. Each wongkur usually features one of the Buddhist Tantric  
deity  motifs  as symbols  of  different  forms of  transcendent  consciousness.  The carefully  crafted 
synergy of a wongkur provides a spiritual catalyst which resonates in the depths of the psyche. The  
effects can continue to reverberate within the practitioner long after the ceremony.
Lama Lodro's wongkurs are part of the Sahaja-Tantra meditation retreats, but the wongkurs of the 
first four retreats are also open (see page 1), as special one-day events, to the public and other 
meditators who are not attending the retreats (except for the Hevajra wongkurs which are only for  
meditators attending the Hevajra retreat).  Formal meditation training is not required to participate in 
Lama Lodro’s wongkurs.  Lama Lodro will explain the content and meaning of each stage during the  
wongkur, and a question period is provided after the ceremony.

Buddhist             Tantric             Deity             Motifs       represent  our  own  capacity  for  transcendent  consciousness, 
spiritual awakening, and illumination. Each deity motif features different facets of elevated potential  
inherent  within  every  person.  Every  aspect  of  posture  and  adornment  in  the  iconography  is  a 
mystical symbol with spiritual meaning. Individual deity motifs are depicted as either male or female, 
but they are all of equal benefit to women and men.

Qi       Gon  g  (Energy Attainment) are exercises developed in the Traditional Chinese Medicine system 
(TCM) for cleansing, strengthening, and nourishing the energy body and the major organs of the 
physical  body.  Qi  Gong  uses  gentle  physical  movements,  visualizations,  sound,  and  focused 
breathing.  Medicine Qi Gong exercises are very gentle and can be done in either standing, sitting,  
or reclining postures, according to what is appropriate for an individual's fitness and flexibility.
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Sahaja-Tantra        Meditation RETREATS and WONGKURS         ]         DETAILS  
]             Health       and        Healin      g  (Asuba-Suba)  March 1 to 9 – Examines the true nature of the physical 
body, improves health, liberates trapped energy, cultivates clarity, and increases longevity.  Gateway for 
Insight  and  GREATLY assists  with  further Energy Body work.   Includes the Buddha's  teachings on 
nutriment and the Thirty-two Parts of the Body.  Retreat starts with a Medicine Buddha Wongkur and  
ends with a White Tara Wongkur.

March 2  (Open Wongkur)   Medicine Buddha teaching  is  crafted with  a powerful  blend of  depth 
symbols,  colour,  and  imagery  to  provide  a  catalytic  benefit  to  individual  health.  Medicine  Buddha 
meditation work  stimulates  the awakening  of  the  insight,  discernment,  and motivation  that  helps  an 
individual to make beneficial choices which support good health, mental clarity, and longevity.
March 9 (Open Wongkur)  White Tara of Long Life  (Sanskrit: Ārya Tarā; Tibetan: Jetsun Dolma) is a 
complex, powerful, and multi-faceted female aspect of Buddha- nature. White Tara is fondly called “One 
Who Saves”.   She represents the attainment of wisdom and dispelling of negative karmic factors to 
achieve the healthy fulfillment of our lives and maximize our longevity. White Tara is one of the many 
facets of Tara. Each Tara has different aspects of healing and work in different ways to activate and 
liberate the full potential of our inner Buddha natures.

]             Heart Radiance       and       Healin      g  April 5 to 13 – Spiritual medicine for energy healing and physical 
health. Particularly good antidote for hypertension, stress, anxiety, and fear. Heart Radiance nourishes 
the heart, relaxes the circulatory systems, and promotes a longer and happier life. Includes special yogic 
exercises on healing your energy body, gathering and filling your body with pure radiance, and extending 
the radiance outward.  Retreat starts with a Red Tara Wongkur and ends with a Chenrezig Wongkur.

April  6  (Open Wongkur)   Red Tara  is  a dynamic  wisdom aspect  which stimulates clarity,  insight, 
wisdom,  courage,  strength,  bliss,  healthy  exploration,  and  overcomes  spiritual  obstacles.  Red  Tara 
meditation work helps penetrate into the true nature of ourselves, the world, and the universe. Tara is a 
complex, powerful, and multi-faceted female aspect of Buddha-nature and represents the integration of 
wisdom, iskill, and right action. Each of the many facets of Tara work in different ways to activate and 
liberate our inner Buddha natures. All aspects of Tara promote improved health and longevity.
April 13 (Open Wongkur)  Chenrezig  meditation helps to break the cycle of blind karmic compulsion 
and closes the gates to mandatory rebirth in the six mortal realms of Samsaric suffering. It activates and 
develops compassion, friendliness, and kindness as expressed through wisdom, right view, and right 
action.   It  helps  release  restrictions  that  inhibit  clarity,  equanimity,  courage,  and  joy.   Chenrezig 
meditation work helps to awaken and strengthen spiritual  faculties,  cultivates insight,  activates inner 
unfolding, and supports speedy liberation from ignorance and suffering.  

]             Mind Brightenin      g       and       Energy Healin      g  May 3 to 11 – Includes instruction in all five stages of 
Anapanasati breathing exercises, along with energy healing exercises. Anapanasati increases clarity,  
improves memory, helps purify the being, and leads to Jhana radiance and the clear perception of the 
true nature of reality.  Retreat starts with a Vajrasattva Wongkur and ends with a Manjusri Wongkur.

May 4 (Open Wongkur)  Vajrasattva is the integration of wisdom, clarity, and skill and accelerates inner 
freedom, spiritual awakening, and liberation. Vajra Satva represents the innate purity of mind and its full  
potential for harmonic integration with the cosmos. Vajra Satva meditation work helps purify the outer 
and inner aspects of body, speech, mind, motivation, intention, action, and karma.  Vajra Satva dispels 
the three root poisons of ignorance, greed-craving, hatred-aversion and liberates us from obstructive 
habitual patterns, emotional delusions, negative karmic accumulations, and intellectual obscurations.
May 11 (Open Wongkur)  Manjusri  is the representation of transcendent wisdom and is known as the 
"Divine Architect",  "Lord of  Speech",  and "Gentle Glory".  Manjusri  meditation work  cultivates mental 
clarity  and  good  judgement,  develops  the  intellect,  improves  memory,  enhances  discriminating 
awareness, cuts through ignorance and confusion, and opens gateways to new knowledge.
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]     Ener  gy   Body:  Vajra  Yogini   May 17  to  25 –  Contacts  and  integrates  depth  consciousness, 
balances  the  psyche,  reintegrates  the  being,  cuts  through  delusions  and  obstacles,  triumphs  over 
ignorance, and leads to the clear light of bliss.  Includes exercises in Tao Energy Circulation, Pranayama 
Breath Meditation, Tumo Heat, and DreamHealer energy work. Retreat starts with a Vajra Yogini Level 1  
Wongkur and ends with a Vajra Yogini Level 2 Wongkur.

May 18  (Open Wongkur)  Vajra Yogini Wongkur Level 1  (is a pre-requisite for Level 2)
May 25  (Open Wongkur)  Vajra Yogini Wongkur Level 2  (needs pre-requisite of Level 1) 

Vajra Yogini, known as “Fierce Lady”, “Sky-dancer”, “Space-void traveller”, is a dynamic and powerful 
representation of inner wisdom and is one of the highest Yoga Tantric Yidhams.  Vajra Yogini meditation 
practice contacts and integrates depth consciousness, balances the psyche, reintegrates the being, cuts 
through delusions and obstacles, triumphs over ignorance, and leads to the clear light of bliss.

]     Ener  gy   Body:  Hevajra   July 5 to 13 –  Rare teachings in bliss practices of  Anuttara Yoga to 
experience and harmonize the movement of inner Tumo energy. Meditation work will focus on chakras, 
energy channels, and movement of energy in the subtle body. Instruction will be drawn from the Hevajra 
sadhana and the Six Yogas of Naropa. Includes Tao Energy Circulation, Pranayama Breath Meditation, 
Tumo Heat, and DreamHealer energy work. Retreat starts with Hevajra Wongkur Level 1 and ends with  
Hevajra Wongkur Level 2,  which are both restricted to meditators in this retreat.

July 6   (Closed Wongkur)  Hevajra Wongkur Level 1  (pre-requisite for Level 2)
July 13 (Closed Wongkur)  Hevajra Wongkur Level 2  (needs pre-requisite of Level 1) 

Hevajra is  a  representation  of  powerful  transformative  energy  and  the  integration  of  male/female 
aspects within each being.   Hevajra meditation work cultivates and unifies inner wisdom and skillful 
action through the coordinated practice of Tumo bliss and Mahamudra.

Sahaja-Tantra         Meditation       RETREATS       and       WONGKURS                      ]                     SCHEDULE  
(Excluding Wednesdays, which are personal meditation, study, exploration days

1st Friday  9:30pm. . .Retreat  starts with Lama Lodro's Introduction/Orientation

1st and 2nd Saturdays:  WONGKUR Days  
10am...................Wongkur Ceremony
Noon...................Group Potluck Celebration Feast (Tibetan:  Tsok, Sok)
Afternoon...........Activities will be related to the day's wongkur and will be decided by Lama 

Lodro after the wongkur according to what he deems to be of most benefit. 
May include an interactive discourse, question period, and group meditation.

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, 2nd Friday
8am–9am............Breakfast
9–11am...............Qi-Gong and Energy Circulaton exercises led by Lama Lodro
11–12pm.............Morning Teaching with Lama Lodro (lessons, meditations, questions)
12–3pm...............Lunch (group prep led by Lama Lodro and student cleanup) then free-time
3–4pm.................Qi-Gong  or  Group Nature Walk (cameras encouraged) led by Lama Lodro
4–6pm.................Personal time
6–7:30pm............Dinner (group prep led by Lama Lodro and student cleanup)
7:30–8:30pm......Group Debriefing and Discussion led by Lama Lodro
8:30–9pm............Meditation Interviews with Lama Lodro
9pm–8am............Personal time
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Vipassana       Insight Meditation       RETREAT         ]         DETAILS         May 31 to June 8 
Vipassana is the goal of the Satipatthãna method of mental cultivation. Vipassana means to achieve 
spontaneous insight into the truth of impermanence, suffering, and the insubstantial nature of all  
phenomena. Vipassana meditation develops mindfulness (continuity of observation) and awareness 
(penetrating into meaning of what is observed). The true nature of being thus revealed, leading to 
purification, liberation, and inner freedom. This retreat is a Burmese Theravada Mahasi format. It  
includes the traditional pattern of alternating every hour between walking and sitting meditations. In  
the Mahasi style, meditators will each have a 3-minute meditation interview every day with Lama 
Lodro to which they bring a written checklist of meditation experiances (see the “Review Checklist”  
in the handout “Conditions that Support Meditation” at www.lamalodro.ca/lodro-meditate.html#tools).

Vipassana       Insight Meditation       RETREAT         ]         SCHEDULE  
(Excluding Wednesdays, which are personal meditation, study, exploration days)

1st Friday  9:30pm:  Retreat  starts with Lama Lodro's Introduction/Orientation
Saturday, Sunday, Monday, Thursday, 2nd Friday, 2nd Saturday

9–10am...............Breakfast (group prep led by Lama Lodro and student cleanup)
10–11am.............Walking Meditation
11am–12pm........Sitting Meditation
12–2pm...............Lunch (group prep led by Lama Lodro and student cleanup) then free-time
2–3pm.................Walking Meditation
3–4pm.................Sitting Meditation 
4–5pm.................Walking Meditation
5–6pm.................Sitting Meditation
6–8pm.................Dinner (group prep led by Lama Lodro and student cleanup)
8:00–8:30pm.......Meditation Interviews with Lama Lodro
8:30pm–9am.......Personal time

Nature Photography & Videography Creativity WORKSHOP    June 17 to 26 

Nature, ecology, and the environment is the focus of attention, concentration, and contemplation for 
this workshop.  The Dharma Centre of Canada is located in a vibrant and complex ecosystem with  
a rich (and increasingly rare) diversity and abundance of plants and animals.  This workshop is a 
dynamic,  creative,  and  contemplative  exploration  of  nature  within  this  lush  ecology.  Activities 
include group field trips led by Lama Lodro, subject to the weather, plus botanical and zoological  
research. Participants are invited, but not required, to bring their own cameras, camcorders, audio 
recorders,  and  laptops  (with  their  favourite  software  for  working  with  photographs,  audio,  and 
video). Photography, audio recordings, and video will be used to examine, study, and catalogue the  
flora and fauna. The recorded media will be used to make a nature documentary.

Nature Photography & Videography Creativity WORKSHOP         ]        SCHEDULE  
(Excluding Wednesdays, which are personal meditation, study, exploration days)

June 17   9–10am.......Breakfast (group preparation and cleanup)
10:30am......First interactive discussion group led by Lama Lodro

The rest of the workshop schedule is fluid and will be decided each day by Lama Lodro in consultation 
with participants according to weather, temperature, light, interests, and other relevant factors.
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